The Modern Building Automation System

Whether it is integration, Energy Management or a combination of the two, the BuildingLogiX™ brand brings control expertise to leverage organizations’ capital investments to new heights.

BuildingLogiX has become the brand of choice for building owners who require the benefits of seamless integration along with industry leading Energy Management applications. BuildingLogiX has a suite of robust web based applications that translate complex machine & system data into metrics that are meaningful and understandable at both the operations & management levels. We deliver this packaged knowledge via a standard web browser making it accessible to authorized users anywhere in the world.

Goodbye to the Conventional

The development of advanced applications for Integration & Energy Management have been traditionally thought of as risky and time intensive. In reality, advanced building performance can only be achieved if the BAS system is able to fully control down to the component level while concurrently producing accurate, knowledgeable, and timely reports.

BuildingLogiX Tenant Billing

The Logic of the BuildingLogiX Advanced Software Applications:

Accessibility Enhances the Value of Information

The BuildingLogiX brand software applications are user-friendly and web-enabled to bring real-time building information to authorized users, anywhere anytime!

Easy Navigation begins with the User Interface

BuildingLogiX develops the applications to increase the accuracy of information exchange. The Interactive Menus help filter data to help facilitate decisive and timely decisions.
The Next Level in Building Automation
Whether you need the ability to
- Organize customizable energy data into informative invoices for your building tenants
- Generate historic trends on a specific building component
- Proactively manage a facility’s energy consumption before it is too late

BuildingLogiX has the advanced web-based applications to leverage the value of your building system investments.

Until now, controlling building performance via building management was limited to tweaking overall building systems. Through enhanced BuildingLogiX applications, the building manager can now troubleshoot building irregularities down to the component level. This capability enables incremental changes that can increase savings and efficiency at a facility wide level. BuildingLogiX has made the monitoring of building performance easier by developing applications that to run on numerous protocols including many proprietary protocols that previously had been considered disconnected.

About BuildingLogiX
The BuildingLogiX system of products have been enhanced with web technology to provide innovative solutions to take your organization to the next level. BuildingLogiX connects a building’s costly requirements of HVAC, lighting, energy management, security etc., along with the desired increases in comfort, customer perception, and productivity into one system that increases the power and effectiveness of allocating financial resources. To learn more on how the BuildingLogiX system of products can benefit you please call 1-888-425-6449 or contact your local BuildingLogiX Partner today!